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Hadronic Lorentz violation in chiral perturbation theory
including the coupling to external fields
Rasha Kamand,* Brett Altschul,† and Matthias R. Schindler‡
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina 29208, USA
(Received 13 December 2017; published 18 May 2018)
If any violation of Lorentz symmetry exists in the hadron sector, its ultimate origins must lie at the quark
level. We continue the analysis of how the theories at these two levels are connected, using chiral
perturbation theory. Considering a 2-flavor quark theory, with dimension-4 operators that break Lorentz
symmetry, we derive a low-energy theory of pions and nucleons that is invariant under local chiral
transformations and includes the coupling to external fields. The pure meson and baryon sectors, as well as
the couplings between them and the couplings to external electromagnetic and weak gauge fields, contain
forms of Lorentz violation which depend on linear combinations of quark-level coefficients. In particular, at
leading order the electromagnetic couplings depend on the very same combinations as appear in the free
particle propagators. This means that observations of electromagnetic processes involving hadrons—such
as vacuum Cerenkov radiation, which may be allowed in Lorentz-violating theories—can only reliably
constrain certain particular combinations of quark coefficients.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.97.095027

I. INTRODUCTION
For the last two decades, there has been a renewed interest
in the possibilities for the seemingly fundamental Lorentz
and CPT symmetries to be violated in nature. There is, as yet,
no compelling evidence for such an exotic suggestion.
However, if such symmetry breaking ever were discovered
experimentally, the discovery would obviously be of truly
tremendous importance. There are currently two fundamental theories that explain all the physics we presently understand; these are the standard model of particle physics
(a relativistic quantum field theory) and general relativity.
Local Lorentz invariance is a basic element of each of these
theories, and if the symmetry is found to broken, that could
tell us a great deal about how new physics will differ from the
theories we currently understand.
The reasons for the recent interest in Lorentz violation
are several. First, there is the reason alluded to above; the
symmetry is so fundamental that if it does turn out to be
broken, the consequences would be extremely far reaching.
Second, there has been a realization that many of the
frameworks that have been suggested as possibilities for
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describing quantum gravity seem to allow for the existence
of Lorentz-violating (LV) regimes. Third, studies motivated
by the first two reasons led to the development of a
comprehensive effective field theory (EFT) describing
LV physics, and it was found that there was a much richer
array of possible forms that the Lorentz violation could take
than had previously been realized. It was found that there
were large regions of the EFT parameter space that had
been constrained only very poorly (or possibly not at all) by
earlier generations of experiments. Furthermore, it turns out
that CPT symmetry is closely tied to Lorentz symmetry, to
the extent that it is not possible to have a CPT-violating
theory with a well-defined S matrix without it also
displaying Lorentz violation [1]. (This result holds even
if the theory is allowed to be nonlocal.) As a result, a single
EFT suffices to describe both Lorentz and CPT violations.
The EFT that has been developed to address questions
about Lorentz violation is known as the standard model
extension (SME) [2,3]. Its action is built using standard
model fields. In the same way that the standard model
is formed by including all local, renormalizable, gaugeinvariant, Lorentz-conserving (LC) operators that can be
built out of those fields, the SME is likewise built up, but
without the requirement that the terms of the Lagrange
density be Lorentz scalars. As an EFT, the SME really has an
infinite number of operators, but if the tower of operators is
truncated by introducing the usual conditions of locality,
renormalizability, and SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY gauge
invariance, the result is the minimal SME (mSME). The
mSME has become the default framework for parametrizing
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the results of most experimental Lorentz and CPT tests.
Since the mSME contains a very large number of independent parameters, many different kinds of experiments have
been useful in placing bounds on those parameters. A current
summary of the results of all these tests is given in [4].
However, there are weaknesses to the SME formalism as
well. One of the most significant is that the SME is
formulated in terms of the fundamental fields of the
standard model. In the strongly interacting sector, this
means quarks and gluons. Of course, these quanta are
confined inside hadrons and are not directly observable.
Experimental searches for LV phenomena involving
strongly interacting particles are done with hadrons or
nuclei. It is common practice to translate the results of such
experiments into bounds on effective SME parameters for
the hadrons involved—be they protons, neutrons, pions, or
other particles. Bounds are then typically quoted as if the
composite hadrons were really the fundamental excitations
of the theory. There are many extremely tight bounds that
have been formulated this way, but it would be desirable if
these could be translated into bounds on the fundamental
SME parameters that apply at the quark and gluon level.
This paper continues our investigation of this last question,
and we shall see that there are some subtleties to the proper
analysis, which previous work has sometimes overlooked.
Using chiral perturbation theory (χPT) [5–7] techniques, in
[8] we described the construction of an effective Lagrangian
at the hadronic level corresponding to the allowed LV
modifications of the quark kinetic term in the mSME. In
that paper, the Lagrange density was required to be invariant
under global chiral SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR transformations, and
no coupling to external gauge fields was considered. Here,
we shall extend the discussion by promoting the invariance of
the Lagrange density to include local chiral transformations
[6,7] and by including the couplings of pions and nucleons to
external fields. In addition to the inclusion of external fields,
the local invariance of the Lagrangian ensures that the Ward
identities of the underlying theory are satisfied [9]. As usual
in χPT, the identification of the most relevant terms in the
Lagrangian will be guided by a power counting scheme, with
operators involving higher powers of the spatial momentum
being successively more suppressed. Different LV terms
have also recently been analyzed in the χPT framework
[10,11].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
the two-flavor χPT model with local chiral transformations,
initially without any Lorentz violation included. LV terms are
then introduced at the quark level in Sec. III, in a way that
maintains the local chiral symmetry. From the structure of the
theory at the quark level, we shall map out the forms taken by
the LV operators at the hadronic level in Sec. IV. We shall
derive the Lagrangian for mesons first, before turning
to couplings, including the coupling to an external electromagnetic gauge field—a topic which has significant
phenomenological implications. Section V summarizes our

conclusions and gives some perspective on the experimental
significance of our χPT results.
II. CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY
The starting point of SUð2Þ χPT is the two-flavor
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) Lagrange density in
the limit of massless u and d quarks,1
1
ℒ0QCD ¼ Q̄L iDQL þ Q̄R iDQR − TrðGμν Gμν Þ: ð1Þ
2
Here QL=R ¼ ½uL=R ; dL=R T denote the doublets of left- and
right-handed quark fields; Dμ q ¼ ð∂ μ þ igAμ Þq is the QCD
covariant derivative, with Aμ the gluon fields and g the
strong coupling constant; and Gμν is the gluon field strength
tensor. In the limit of vanishing up and down quark masses,
QCD is invariant under global chiral transformations,
QL ↦ LQL ;

QR ↦ RQR ;

ð2Þ

with ðL;RÞ ∈ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR . This symmetry is assumed
to be spontaneously broken to the group SUð2ÞV , with the
pions as the associated Goldstone bosons. In the transition
to the hadronic effective Lagrangian, the pions can be
collected in the SUð2Þ matrix [12]


 P

ϕðxÞ
ϕi ðxÞτi
UðxÞ ¼ exp i
¼ exp i
;
ð3Þ
F
F
where the ϕi for i ¼ 1, 2, 3 are the canonical pion fields, the
τi are the Pauli matrices, and F is the pion decay constant in
the chiral limit. Under chiral transformations the pion fields
transform as
U ↦ RUL† :

ð4Þ

The effective Lagrangian describing pions and their interactions is constructed in terms of UðxÞ and its derivatives
by considering all terms consistent with the symmetries of
QCD—including, in particular, chiral symmetry. These
terms are arranged according to a power counting scheme
[5], which assigns a chiral order to each term, with higher
chiral orders suppressed at low energies. In particular,
derivatives acting on pion fields correspond to powers of
momenta, which are suppressed at low energies. The
leading-order (LO) pion Lagrange density is given by
ℒLO;0
¼
π

F2
Trð∂ μ U∂ μ U † Þ:
4

ð5Þ

In the real world, the light quarks are massive and also
interact via the electroweak interactions. To include these
effects, the quark masses and electroweak gauge fields are
treated as external fields in the hadronic effective theory,
To avoid the excessive use of super- and subscripts, we use ℒ
for LC and L for LV Lagrange densities.
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lμ ↦ V L lμ V †L þ iV L ∂ μ V †L ;

and the QCD Lagrangian in the chiral limit is emended with
the inclusion of couplings of (axial) vector currents and
(pseudo)scalar quark densities to c-number fields [6,7],
ℒ ¼ ℒ0QCD þ ℒexternal :

ðsÞ

þ Q̄L ðs − ipÞQR þ Q̄R ðs þ ipÞQL ;

ð7Þ

where we have introduced the external fields lμ , rμ , s, and
p. It is sometimes more convenient to consider the traceless
vector and axial vector currents given by
rμ ¼ v μ þ a μ ;

ð8Þ

s þ ip ↦ V R ðs þ ipÞV †L ;
s − ip ↦ V L ðs − ipÞV †R :

vμ ¼

i¼1

2

vμi ;

aμ ¼

3
X
τi
i¼1

2

Dμ U ≡ ∂ μ U − irμ U þ iUlμ ;
aμi :

ð9Þ

The nonzero quark masses are taken into account by setting
s ¼ M ¼ diagðmu ;md Þ. Similarly, making appropriate substitutions for lμ and rμ introduces the couplings of pions to
photons and weak gauge bosons. For example, setting
e
lμ ¼ rμ ¼ − Aμ τ3 ;
2

e
ðsÞ
vμ ¼ − Aμ ;
2

ðsÞ

Dμ U ↦ V R Dμ UV †L :

ð14Þ

It is also convenient to introduce the following building
blocks
χ ≡ 2Bðs þ ipÞ;
f μν
R
f μν
L

≡ ∂ μ rν − ∂ ν rμ − i½rμ ; rν ;
≡ ∂ μ lν − ∂ ν lμ − i½lμ ; lν ;

ð15Þ

where B is a constant proportional to the scalar singlet
quark condensate, B ¼ − 12 hQ̄Qi. In the effective theory, it
relates the square of the pion mass to the light quark
masses, M 2π ¼ Bðmu þ md Þ. A direct determination of B
from QCD requires a nonperturbative calculation.
The building blocks transform under local chiral
transformations as
χ ↦ V R χV †L ;
μν †
f μν
R ↦ V R fR V R ;

ðsÞ

rμ by l̃μ ¼ lμ þ 13 vμ 1 and r̃μ ¼ rμ þ 13 vμ 1, respectively.
(See, e.g., Ref. [13].)
Both the light quark masses and the coupling to the
electroweak gauge fields break chiral symmetry. However,
the pattern of chiral symmetry breaking can be mapped
onto the effective theory by treating the external fields as
spurion fields, which transform in such a way as to
maintain invariance under chiral transformations. The
Lagrange density of Eq. (6) is invariant under local chiral
SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR transformations,

ð13Þ

which transforms under local chiral transformations as

ð10Þ

gives the coupling to an external electromagnetic fourvector potential Aμ . While we shall not consider the singlet
axial vector current because of the chiral anomaly, we do
ðsÞ
need to include the singlet vector current vμ , which is in
principle related to an additional Uð1ÞV symmetry. The
reason for including the singlet vector current is that, in the
SUð2Þ case considered here, the quark charge matrix has a
nonzero trace, and thus the coupling to an external
electromagnetic field cannot be described in terms of the
traceless matrices lμ and rμ alone. For this reason, it is
convenient in the mesonic theory to replace the fields lμ and

ð12Þ

Since the (constant) quark mass matrix is included simply
by setting s ¼ M, the transformations of Eq. (12) imply
M ↦ V R MV †L under chiral transformations.2
In the hadronic effective theory, the external fields are
also used as additional building blocks in constructing a
chirally invariant Lagrange density. To ensure invariance
under local chiral transformations, the derivative of UðxÞ
should be replaced by a covariant derivative

where
3
X
τi

ðsÞ

vμ ↦ vμ ;

ð6Þ

The coupling to the external fields is described by




1 ðsÞ
1 ðsÞ
μ
μ
ℒexternal ¼ Q̄L γ lμ þ vμ QL þ Q̄R γ rμ þ vμ QR
3
3

lμ ¼ vμ − aμ ;

rμ ↦ V R rμ V †R þ iV R ∂ μ V †R ;

μν †
f μν
L ↦ V L fL V L :

ð16Þ

In the power counting scheme the building blocks are
counted as
U ¼ Oðq0 Þ;

Dμ U ¼ OðqÞ;

χ ¼ Oðq2 Þ;

2
f μν
L=R ¼ Oðq Þ;

ð17Þ

ð11Þ

where q is a small expansion parameter. The LO mesonic
Lagrangian, including nonzero quark masses and the
couplings to external fields, is given by

where ðV L ; V R Þ ∈ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR , provided the external fields transform as

In this approach, M is formally distinguished from M† ,
despite the quark masses being real parameters.

QL ↦ V L ðxÞQL ;

QR ↦ V R ðxÞQR ;
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TrðDμ UDμ U† Þ þ TrðχU† þ Uχ † Þ:
4
4
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ð18Þ

When considering nucleons, the nucleon doublet
Ψ ¼ ½p; nT transforms as [12,14,15]
Ψ ↦ KðV L ; V R ; UÞΨ;

ð19Þ

where KðV L ; V R ; UÞ is defined by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uðxÞ ↦ u0 ðxÞ ¼ V R UV †L ≡ V R uK † ðV L ; V R ; UÞ
¼ KðV L ; V R ; UÞuV †L ;

ð20Þ

with ½uðxÞ2 ¼ UðxÞ. The covariant derivative acting on the
nucleon fields is given by
ðsÞ

Dμ Ψ ≡ ½∂ μ þ Γμ − ivμ Ψ;

ð21Þ

Γμ or uμ ) that depend on the external fields will be modified
by the Lorentz violation present in the theory.
In the present analysis, we restrict the discussion to the
same LV dimension-4 quark operators that we previously
considered in [8], and again we only consider u and d
quarks. The resulting theory preserves CPT symmetry.
(Understanding the roles of dimension-3 mSME operators
in hadronic physics remains a separate outstanding question; many physical LV observables actually involve linear
combinations of dimension-3 and dimension-4 terms.) The
Lagrange density corresponding to this two-flavor theory
can be written in the form3
↔
↔
i
i
μν
μν
LCPTeven
light quarks ¼ Q̄L CL γ μ Dν QL þ Q̄R CR γ μ Dν QR ;
2
2

where the matrices
Cμν
L=R

where
1
Γμ ≡ ½u† ð∂ μ − irμ Þu þ uð∂ μ − ilμ Þu† 
2

ð22Þ

is the chiral connection. Under chiral transformations the
covariant derivative transforms as
Dμ Ψ ↦ KðV L ; V R ; UÞDμ Ψ:
The LO pion-nucleon Lagrangian takes the form


gA μ
¼
Ψ̄
iD
−
m
þ
γ
u
γ
ℒLO
N
5 μ Ψ;
πN
2

ð23Þ

ð24Þ

where mN is the nucleon mass and gA the nucleon axial
vector coupling, both in the chiral limit, and
uμ ≡ i½u† ð∂ μ − irμ Þu − uð∂ μ − ilμ Þu† 

ð25Þ

is the chiral vielbein, which transforms as uμ ↦ Kuμ K † .
Because the nucleon mass does not vanish in the chiral
limit, (covariant, timelike) derivatives on the nucleon field
are not suppressed at low energies [16]. The additional
building blocks in the nucleon sector count as
Ψ ¼ Oðq0 Þ;

Dμ Ψ ¼ Oðq0 Þ;

uμ ¼ OðqÞ

III. QUARK LORENTZ VIOLATION
AND LOCAL SYMMETRIES
We are now prepared to generalize the preceding
analysis to deal with an action that contains LV terms.
The fundamental LV operators will be introduced for the
quark fields, and we must understand how these modify the
building blocks that will be used to construct Lagrangians
at the hadronic level. This will require us to generalize the
external fields rμ and lμ , and any further quantities (such as

¼

0 

 cμν

uL=R

cμν
dL=R

0

ð28Þ

collect the dimensionless coupling coefficients, and
Dν QL=R is the Standard Model covariant derivative, including the coupling to gluons and electroweak gauge fields.
(To avoid confusion, we denote this derivative by Dν to
distinguish it from the hadronic Dν from Sec. II.) We again
restrict the discussion to the parts of Cμν
L=R that are
symmetric in the Lorentz indices ðμ; νÞ. It will also be
convenient to consider the isosinglet and isovector parts of
the Cμν
L=R separately. They are defined by
1 μν
CL=R

1
¼ TrðCμν
L=R Þ;
2

3 μν
CL=R

1 μν
¼ Cμν
L=R − 1 CL=R ;

ð29Þ

where 1 is the identity in flavor space.
The Lagrangian of Eq. (27) is not invariant under global
chiral transformations since the matrices Cμν
L=R are constant
and do not transform. However, following the example of
the chiral-symmetry-breaking quark masses in the QCD
Lagrangian, invariance under chiral transformations can be
restored by requiring that the Cμν
L=R transform as
μν †
Cμν
L ↦ LCL L ;

ð26Þ

in the power counting scheme. However, the combination
ðiD − mN ÞΨ is suppressed at OðqÞ.

ð27Þ

μν †
Cμν
R ↦ RCR R ;

ð30Þ

or equivalently
1Cμν
L
1Cμν
R

↦ 1Cμν
L ;
↦ 1Cμν
R ;

3Cμν
L
3Cμν
R

†
↦ L3Cμν
L L
†
↦ R3Cμν
R R :

ð31Þ

Using this hypothetical transformation behavior, the Cμν
L=R
can be used as building blocks in the effective hadronic
Lagrangian, and the pattern of chiral symmetry breaking
is thereby mapped from the quark to the hadronic level.
3

Also see the discussion in [8] regarding the reduction to two
flavors. The three-flavor theory has been considered in [11].
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The leading-order results for the pion and pion-nucleon
Lagrangians without the coupling to external fields were
given in [8], but these were constructed by requiring
invariance only under global chiral transformations.
Working with the derivatives on the quarks fields in
Eq. (27) requires special care when considering the local
chiral transformations of Eq. (11) and the inclusion of
external fields. The transformation properties of the Cμν
L=R
coefficients may be straightforwardly extended to cover the
local case,
μν †
Cμν
L ↦ V L CL V L ;

μν †
Cμν
R ↦ V R CR V R :

ð32Þ

However, under local transformations, the derivatives in
Eq. (27) result in terms that contain the LV coefficients
Cμν
L=R in combination with derivatives of the transformation
matrices, ∂ ν V L=R . These terms appear to break the local
invariance of the Lagrange density and thus should require
additional modifications. However, the Dν QL=R are the full
standard model covariant derivatives, including not only
the coupling to gluons, but also to electroweak gauge fields.
The introduction of the Cμν
L=R thus not only modifies the
strong interactions, but also the coupling of quarks to the
external fields in a well-defined manner. There are two
ways to treat the local invariance, both leading to the
same result.
The first (and simpler) method is to explicitly modify the
Lagrange density that describes the coupling to external
fields. Since the covariant derivative in Eq. (27) is the
standard model derivative that also appears in the LC
sector, the LV coupling to external fields follows the same
pattern as the kinetic term. The Lagrange density from
Eq. (7) is modified by a LV term Lexternal ,
ℒexternal → ℒexternal þ Lexternal ;

PHYS. REV. D 97, 095027 (2018)
fields at the quark level as in the first approach, the external
fields have to be replaced by
1
rμ → rμ þ fCμν
; r g;
2 R ν

ð35Þ

In this approach, the presence of the derivatives on the
quarks fields in Eq. (27) leads to nontrivial modifications of
the behavior of the external fields under local chiral
transformations. To first order in the LV coefficients, the
combined Lagrangians, Eqs. (6) and (27), remain invariant
under local transformations ðV L ; V R Þ ∈ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR
as long as the external fields lμ and rμ transform as
i
μν †
†
lμ ↦ V L lμ V †L þ iV L ∂ μ V †L þ ½V L Cμν
L ∂ ν V L − ∂ ν V L CL V L ;
2
i
μν †
†
rμ ↦ V R rμ V †R þ iV R ∂ μ V †R þ ½V R Cμν
R ∂ ν V R − ∂ ν V R CR V R :
2
ð36Þ
This also leads to modifications of the pion and nucleon
covariant derivatives. In order to maintain the desired
property
DμLV U ↦ V R ðDμLV UÞV †L

ð37Þ

under local transformations, the pion covariant derivative in
the presence of the Lorentz violation has to take the form
i
i
μν
DμLV U ≡ Dμ U þ fCμν
R ; rν gU − UfCL ; lν g:
2
2

ð38Þ

Similarly, the nucleon covariant derivative has to be
replaced by
DμLV Ψ ≡ ð∂ μ þ ΓμLV − ivðsÞμ ÞΨ;

ð33Þ

where

1
lμ → lμ þ fCμν
; l g:
2 L ν

ð39Þ

where

1
1
μν
Lexternal ¼ Q̄L γ μ fCμν
L ; lν gQL þ Q̄R γ μ fCR ; rν gQR ;
2
2
ð34Þ
where f·; ·g denotes the anticommutator. The coupling to
ðsÞ
external fields can be described by replacing rμ , lμ , and vμ
with the same expressions as in the LC case. [See, e.g.,
Eq. (10) for the electromagnetic case.] To first order in the
LV coefficients, the complete Lagrange density is then
invariant under local chiral transformations, given the
transformation properties of the external fields listed in
Eq. (12). In particular, this means that the covariant
derivatives on the pion field matrix [given in Eq. (13)]
and on the nucleons [given in Eq. (21)] remain unaltered.
In the alternative approach, one can also choose to leave
the external Lagrange density ℒexternal unchanged. To
describe the same LV interactions with electroweak gauge

i
i
μν
†
ΓμLV ≡ Γμ þ u† fCμν
R ; rν gu þ ufCL ; lν gu :
4
4

ð40Þ

Since the chiral vielbein uμ of Eq. (25) contains the external
fields, in this approach it also has to be modified in the
presence of Lorentz violation to preserve the desired
transformation property. Up to first order in the LV
coefficients, it takes the form
1
1
μν
†
uμLV ¼ uμ − u† fCμν
R ; rν gu þ ufCL ; lν gu : ð41Þ
2
2
Inserting the expressions from Eq. (35) into the modified
covariant derivatives and chiral vielbein, the additional LV
terms cancel, and one obtains the same expressions for the
covariant derivatives as in the first approach. However, this
second approach is obviously more cumbersome, and so in
what follows, we shall exclusively use the first approach.
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A. Mesonic Lagrangian

IV. LORENTZ-VIOLATING EFFECTIVE
LAGRANGIANS
To utilize the results of experimental Lorentz tests,
performed with real particles, it is obviously necessary
to have a description of Lorentz violation in terms of the
physical quanta of the theory—which are composite
hadrons. The effective hadronic Lagrange densities we
need are constructed by writing down all terms that are
consistent with the symmetry properties of the underlying
theory. In addition to local chiral invariance, the transformation behavior of the quark-level Lagrange density of
Eq. (27) under parity (P) and charge conjugation (C)
provides constraints on the operators that may be present.
We will restrict our discussion to terms at the lowest chiral
order, and our calculations are similarly valid only up to
linear order in the LV coefficients.
The available building blocks are the pion and nucleon
fields, their corresponding covariant derivatives, the LV
coefficients Cμν
L=R , the external fields, and (in the nucleon
sector only) the chiral vielbein. As shown in [8], the LO LV
Lagrange densities are of chiral order Oðq2 Þ in the pion
sector and Oðq0 Þ in the nucleon sector. Since χ is Oðq2 Þ, it
can be ignored in the nucleon case, although in principle it
could contribute to the LO pion Lagrangian. However, the
Lorentz indices on the Cμν
L=R would require the introduction
of additional pion covariant derivatives, each counting as
OðqÞ. We can therefore neglect χ entirely in the construction of the LO Lagrange densities. The field strength
tensors f μν
L=R are also of second order, but they are
antisymmetric in their Lorentz indices. Since we take the
μν
Cμν
L=R to be symmetric, the f L=R can also only contribute
beyond LO. Instead of treating the external fields lμ and rμ
individually, it is convenient to introduce covariant derivatives of the LV coefficients Cμν
L=R . Given the transformation
behavior from Eq. (32), these take the form [17]
μν ρ
μν ρ
ρ μν
ρ μν
ρ μν
Dρ Cμν
L ≡ ∂ CL − il CL þ iCL l ¼ −il CL þ iCL l

ð42Þ
μν ρ
μν ρ
ρ μν
ρ μν
ρ μν
Dρ Cμν
R ≡ ∂ CR − ir CR þ iCR r ¼ −ir CR þ iCR r ;

ð43Þ
where we have used that the Cμν
L=R are spacetime constants.
This means that the covariant derivatives of the isosinglet
parts of the LV coefficients vanish identically. The advantage of introducing the covariant derivatives is that they
satisfy a product rule [17], which can be used to construct
integration by parts arguments and to identify total derivatives, so as to reduce the number of terms in the Lagrange
density to a minimal set.

The building blocks and their assumed transformation
properties can now be used to construct Lagrange densities
that are invariant under local chiral transformations and that
match the discrete symmetry properties of the quark-level
Lagrangian. It can be shown that in considering the
transition to local chiral transformations, the only change
compared to the globally invariant Lagrange density in [8]
is the replacement of the standard derivatives acting on the
pion fields with the covariant derivatives of Eq. (13). The
LO LV Lagrange density in the pion sector that is invariant
under local chiral transformations is given by
ð1Þ
LLO
π ¼β

F2 1 μν 1 μν
ð CR þ CL ÞTr½ðDμ UÞ† Dν U:
4

ð44Þ

βð1Þ turns out to be the sole low energy constant (LEC) at
LO in this sector.
While, in principle, a number of other structures involving the Cμν
L=R and two pion covariant derivatives that have
the correct transformation behavior under P, C, and chiral
symmetry can be written down, these terms all can be
shown to be linearly dependent using identity relations that
are also commonly used in the LC theory, such as
Dμ UU † ¼ −UDμ U† ;

ð45Þ

TrðDμ UU† Þ ¼ 0;

ð46Þ

TrðDμ Dν UU † Þ ¼ −TrðDν UDμ U † Þ ¼ TrðUDμ Dν U† Þ:
ð47Þ
For the isovector LV coefficients 3Cμν
L=R , the covariant
derivatives Dρ Cμν
have
to
be
considered
as additional
L=R
building blocks. At the leading order we are considering
here, expressions involving the covariant derivatives of the
LV coefficients can be shown to be equivalent to terms with
pion covariant derivatives, by a combination of integrating
by parts and applying the relations (45)–(47). As a result,
the only independent term that can be written down in
principle is analogous to Eq. (44), but involving the
isovector pieces 3Cμν
L=R . The corresponding term in the
case without external fields was shown to vanish in [8].
Using trace relations that can be derived from the CayleyHamilton theorem (see, e.g., the discussion in Ref. [13]),
the Lagrangian invariant under local transformations and
involving the isovector coefficients can still be shown to
vanish, as we do in the Appendix. In spite of this, however,
the covariant derivatives Dρ Cμν
L=R will presumably become
important for the construction of mesonic Lagrange densities beyond LO.
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e
lμ ¼ rμ ¼ − Aμ τ3 ;
2

B. Pion-Nucleon Lagrangian
In analogy to the pion case, the LO LV pion-nucleon
Lagrange density can be obtained from the terms in [8] by
replacing each partial derivative ∂ μ Ψ on the nucleon field
with the covariant derivative Dμ Ψ. As in the mesonic
sector, one of the main tasks is the reduction of all possible
locally chiral invariant terms at a given order to a minimal
set. In the nucleon sector it is convenient to introduce the
building blocks
3e μν
CR

3e μν
CL

≡ u†3Cμν
R u;

†
≡ u3Cμν
L u ;

ð48Þ

which transform as
3e μν
CL=R

e μν K † ;
↦ K 3C
L=R

ð49Þ

with KðV L ; V R ; UÞ defined in Eq. (20). Eliminating terms
at LO requires the application of integration by parts and
total derivative arguments. For building blocks transforme μν , the covariant derivative is given by [18]
ing like 3C
L=R
e μν ¼ ∂ ρ 3C
e μν þ ½Γρ ; 3C
e μν :
Dρ 3C
L=R
L=R
L=R

ð50Þ

e μν does not vanish, because of
The partial derivative on 3C
L=R
the presence of the pion field matrices u and u† . However,
e μν
because ∂ ρ u, ∂ ρ u† , lρ , and rρ are all of order OðqÞ, Dρ 3C
L=R
is also of OðqÞ. We can therefore neglect all terms
e μν at the LO to which we are working.
containing Dρ 3C
L=R
The minimal set of terms is given by those listed in [8]
using the covariant nucleon derivative,
3e μν
3e μν
ð1Þ
LLO
πN ¼ fα Ψ̄½ð CR þ CL Þðγ ν iDμ þ γ μ iDν ÞΨ
1 μν
þ αð2Þ ð1Cμν
R þ CL ÞΨ̄ðγ ν iDμ þ γ μ iDν ÞΨ
3e μν
5
5
e μν
þ αð3Þ Ψ̄½ð3C
R − CL Þðγ ν γ iDμ þ γ μ γ iDν ÞΨ
1 μν
5
5
þ αð4Þ ð1Cμν
R − CL ÞΨ̄ðγ ν γ iDμ þ γ μ γ iDν ÞΨg

þ H:c:

ð51Þ

ð52Þ

the LO LV coupling of a pion to an electromagnetic
potential is given by the Lagrange density
μν
μν
ð1Þ 1 μν
a
b
LLO
ðcu þ cμν
πγ ¼ −eβ
dR þ cuL þ cdL Þϵ3ab Aμ ϕ ∂ ν ϕ ;
2 R
ð53Þ

where ϕa is a Cartesian pion field with isospin index a. As
expected from the form of the Lagrange density LLO
π from
Eq. (44), this is a straightforward LV generalization of the
standard coupling of a photon to a pion. The gauge
potential Aμ couples to a current that is modified by the
Lorentz violation, and, in fact, this is exactly the deformed
current that would be expected from the pions’ modified,
LV kinetic term. In the pure pion propagation and pionphoton coupling sectors, the modifications depend on a
symmetric linear combination of the dimension-4 LV
coefficients we have been considering. This makes sense
because in the chiral limit each charged pion field contains
equal contribution from the up- and down-flavored, leftand right-chiral quark fields.
The coupling to the nucleon is described by the terms
μν
μν
μν
ð1Þ μν
LLO
Nγ ¼ −4e½α ðcuR − cdR þ cuL − cdL Þ

1
μν
μν
μν
þ αð2Þ ðcμν
uR þ cdR þ cuL þ cdL ÞΨ̄ ð1 þ τ3 Þγ μ Aν Ψ
2
μν
μν
μν
μν
ð3Þ
− 4e½α ðcuR − cdR − cuL þ cdL Þ
1
μν
μν
μν
þ αð4Þ ðcμν
uR þ cdR − cuL − cdL ÞΨ̄ ð1 þ τ3 Þγ μ γ 5 Aν Ψ:
2
ð54Þ
Again, this appears to be a straightforward generalization
of the pure nucleon kinetic terms. It is immediately clear
from the presence of (1 þ τ3 ) that there are, at this order,
no anomalous electromagnetic couplings to the neutron.
The proton is endowed with effective cμν and dμν terms of
the form
νμ
Lp ¼ p̄ðγ μ þ cνμ
p γ ν þ dp γ 5 γ ν Þði∂ μ − eAμ Þp: ð55Þ

ðiÞ

The dimensionless LECs α are the same as the ones in
[8]. It is a consequence of gauge invariance that the same
LECs appear in the free nucleon sector and in the nucleons’
couplings to gauge fields. An important implication of this
is that LV observables derived entirely from the observation
of free particle propagation may still be used to place direct
constraints on LV interaction coefficients.

e
ðsÞ
vμ ¼ − Aμ ;
2

This is just the form used in most phenomenalistic treatments
of the SME’s dimension-4 proton sector. Any other combinations of the Cμν
L=R parameters different from those given in
Eqs. (51) and (54) cannot be separately observed through
any LO nucleon propagation observables in χPT.
D. Effects on β decay

C. Couplings to photons
As an important representative example, we consider the
pion-photon and nucleon-photon couplings. Using the
external fields from Eq. (10),

The generalization of the coupling of the nucleons to
other boson fields are straightforward. In our χPT framework, these couplings come in two principal types. The
3e μν
LO
e μν
presence of the 3C
R and CL terms in LπN introduces
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couplings of the nucleons to pions because of the inclusion
of the pion fields u and u† . The other couplings are to the
remaining massive vector bosons in the electroweak sector,
which appear as straightforward generalizations of the
photon coupling. Such terms would introduce, for example,
Lorentz violation in the matrix element for neutron β decay.
Up to this point, only the simpler influence of pure weaksector Lorentz violation on that matrix element has been
studied [19,20]. It turns out that the Lorentz violation in the
quark sector has similar effects on nuclear β decays, but the
specific coefficients involved depend on the precise nature
of the decay process (whereas the effects of weak-sector
Lorentz violation are more universal, with the same
parameters affecting all types of decays).
In order to have a consistent theory for W -mediated
processes, we must enforce the SUð2ÞL gauge symmetry.
There cannot be different coefficients in the kinetic terms
for the left-handed up and down quarks. This means that
μν
μν
3 μν
CL ¼ 0 (or cμν
uL ¼ cdL ¼ cL ), reducing the number of
independent coefficients by one-fourth. Then the weak
coupling may be included in the Lagrange density by
taking
gV
þ
− −
lμ ¼ − pﬃﬃudﬃ ðW þ
μ τ þ W μ τ Þ:
2

ð56Þ

With this external field, the Lagrange density for the
nucleonic weak interaction vertex takes a form very similar
to the nucleon-photon vertex in Eq. (54). The only additional
complexity comes from the presence of the matrix τ3 in 3Cμν
L ,
þ
− −
which changes some signs via τ3 ðW þ
τ
þ
W
τ
Þ
¼
μ
μ
þ − W − τ− .
Wþ
τ
μ
μ
In the effective action for low-energy β decay (neglecting
the momentum dependence of the W propagator) the
electroweak χ μν coefficients that were studied in [19,20]
enter in the form
Lβ ¼ −χ μρ ½p̄γ μ ðCV þ CA γ 5 Þn½ēγ ρ ð1 − γ 5 Þν þ H:c:; ð57Þ
in terms of the proton, neutron, electron, and neutrino
fields; the constants CV and CA describe the usual vector
and axial vector couplings of the nucleon, incorporating
both the Fermi coupling and QCD matrix elements.
However, the hadronic coefficients operate more generally than the electroweak ones χ μν
EW in two separate ways.
There are different χ μν tensors for Fermi processes, χ μν
F ,
μν
and Gamow-Teller processes, χ GT . They are given by
μν
μν
μν
μν
μν
ð1Þ μν
ð2Þ
χ μν
F ¼ χ EW  α ðcuR − cdR Þ þ α ð2cL þ cuR þ cdR Þ

ð58Þ
μν
μν
μν
μν
μν
ð3Þ μν
ð4Þ
χ μν
GT ¼ χ EW  α ðcuR − cdR Þ − α ð2cL − cuR − cdR Þ.

ð59Þ

The  indices denote the sign of the intermediate vector
boson that mediates the decay: − for electron emission; þ
for electron capture or positron emission. The four types of
decays therefore probe four different linear combinations of
parameters.
It may initially seem puzzling that the linear combinations
of coefficients that appear include parameters for both leftand also right-handed quarks. Since the W bosons couple,
at the fundamental level, only to left-chiral fields, having
μν
contributions from Cμν
R comparable to those from CL may
not be expected. However, it is actually reasonable for both
sets of coefficients to be involved. The gauge couplings
involve matrix elements of momentum or angular momentum operators between the proton and neutron fields. These
matrix elements are modified by the Lorentz violation. The
hadronic fields being thus probed are composites, with the
constituent partons each carrying only a fraction of a
nucleon’s momentum (or spin). The W couples directly
to the a left-chiral valance quark, so the underlying coupling
depends on the momentum carried by specifically that
valance quark. Yet the momentum and spin available to be
carried by the valance quark that interacts with the boson
depend on how much is being carried by the other valance
quarks—at least one of which is necessarily right-handed.
Thus, the momentum and angular momentum matrix elements of the right-chiral fields, including the modifications
due to Lorentz violation, do play a role in the effective W
couplings. This would be the case even in the absence of the
Lorentz violation, but without having the different Cμν
L and
Cμν
,
the
indirect
dependence
on
the
right-chiral
sector
is
R
effectively invisible.
In fact, the presence of the right-handed coefficients
actually provides some guidance as to the relative signs and
magnitudes of the LECs. In the decay of a left-chiral
neutron, for example, the W− involved couples directly to a
left-chiral down quark. The two remaining valance quarks
are essentially equal combinations of up and down flavor,
left and right chirality. In order that the relevant linear
combination of χ μν parameters involved in the decay matrix
μν
element, CV χ μν
F− − CA χ GT− , not be controlled mostly by
ð2Þ
Cμν
and αð4Þ should have the same sign.
R , the LECs α
Also, the coefficients αð1Þ and αð3Þ should not dominate
over αð2Þ and αð4Þ .
The most recent direct search for anisotropy in β decay
examined the lifetime of 20Na, decaying via a GamowTeller positron emission, looking at how that lifetime
depended on the spin of the 20Na nucleus, all while the
terrestrial laboratory was rotating [21]. The experiment had
sensitivity at the 4 × 10−4 level to the imaginary parts of the
coefficients χ μν
EW (which are, unlike the quark coefficients,
generally complex). This kind of β decay measurement is
not necessarily directly competitive with the much stronger
bounds on proton and neutron coefficients in atomic
experiments, but they do provide potential access to
different linear combinations.
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In fact, the much tighter bounds on the proton and
neutron kinetic coefficients actually simplify an analysis of
the effects of the quark χ μν contributions substantially. In a
general theory, the hadronic coefficients would have purely
kinematic effects on the decay rate—changing the available
phase space by shifting the energies of the initial and final
nuclear states. However, for decay-based experiments with
sensitivities at the ∼10−4 level, these kinematic factors may
be neglected because the linear combinations of coefficients that contribute to nuclear energy shifts are already so
well constrained. In effect, the known nucleon propagator
constraints mean that the primary sensitivity of such a βdecay experiment is to the χ μν
EW parameters, which can only
be measured via such decay processes.
There is a similar analysis possible for the weak decays
of charged mesons, particularly the charged pions. Once
again, there is an effective χ μν parameter for the decay. At
−
tree level, where the hW þ
μ W ν i propagator is effectively just
μν
−iðgμν þ χ EW Þ=M2W , forms of Lorentz violation in the
lepton, electroweak, and quark sectors enter indistinguishably in the matrix element for a process such as
π − → μ− þ ν̄μ . The general structure of the matrix element
for the process, in terms of the pion momentum pπ , is
ρσ
ð1Þ ρσ π
M ∝ ½ūl ðgμν þ cμν
lL Þγ μ vνl ½gνρ þ ðχ EW Þνρ ½g þ β cL pσ :

ð60Þ
The ūl and vνl are spinors for the charged lepton and
neutrino involved, and the cμν
lL are coefficients for Lorentz
violation in the lepton sector. The three bracketed terms in
Eq. (60) come from the lepton vertex, vector boson
propagator, and pion vertex, respectively. So at first order,
the net Lorentz-violating contributions to the matrix
element depend only on the linear combination
μν
μν
ð1Þ μν
χ μν
π ¼ χ EW þ clL þ β cL :

ð61Þ

In this case, it is true that only the cμν
L quark coefficients
contribute. The reason is that the amplitude for the weak π −
decay comes entirely from the portion of the pion wave
function with valance left-chiral down quark and rightchiral up antiquark.
Data collected in a search for temporal oscillations in the
MINOS near detector neutrino and antineutrino signals
[22,23] has previously been interpreted as constraining the
magnitude of the possible Lorentz violation in the pion
decay matrix element. There have also been direct studies
of whether the lifetimes of moving pions obey the standard
time dilation formula [24]. Successive reanalyses have
considered the impact of the second-generation lepton
μν
coefficients cμν
lL [25], the electroweak χ EW [26], and the
quark parameters in a simplified model without using the
full apparatus of χPT [27]. The present work provides a
rigorous description of how the Lorentz violation
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coefficients in the pion kinetic Lagrangian relate to those
appearing in the decay matrix element. The overall sensi−3
tivities on the linear combinations χ μν
−
π are at the ∼10
−5
10
level, with the weakest constraints on the χ TT
π
coefficients that control isotropic violation of boost invariance. Again, however, bounds based on observations of the
nucleon kinetic coefficients and couplings to photons
constrain the βð1Þ cμν
L much more strongly than either
observations of pion kinematics or charged pion decays.
Therefore, the primary practical sensitivity of Lorentz tests
μν
involving π − → μ− þ ν̄μ is to the χ μν
EW þ clL linear
combination.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have extended our earlier χPT analysis to include
local chiral transformations. The most important product
of this analysis is that we have derived definite forms
for the LO couplings of pions and nucleons to external
gauge fields. This provides a rigorous justification for the
way proton Lorentz violation has been handled in many
previous analyses, but it also demonstrates that the conclusions of some existing work are not well justified.
Moreover, we have also determined the LO LV couplings
between pions and nucleons, generalizing the usual LC
interaction terms.
Now that it is known how LV modifies the couplings
between hadrons and photons, it is possible to reexamine
the results of previous studies to see whether the conclusions of earlier analyses were justified. One of the
νμ
obvious consequences of terms like cνμ
p and dp is that
sufficiently energetic charged particles endowed with such
coefficients may have speeds exceeding 1. This will result
in the emission of vacuum Cerenkov photons [28], analogous to ordinary Cerenkov radiation in matter. In matter,
the phase speed of light is typically diminished, and it may
be surpassed by sufficiently relativistic charges; in a LV
theory, not all particles have the same maximum achievable
velocities in vacuum, and it may simply be possible for the
charges to outpace electromagnetic waves, thereby producing radiation.
There has recently been a claim that the absence of
significant vacuum Cerenkov emission by hadronic cosmic
ray primaries can be used to place bounds on a number of
quark-level SME parameters [29]. Particles above the
Cerenkov threshold would lose energy rapidly until they
eventually dropped below the threshold. The Cerenkov
emission would be a very efficient energy loss mechanism,
and particles above the threshold energy would not be able
to traverse significant astronomical distances without
bleeding off much of their energies. The observation of
a cosmic ray at a given energy thus indicates that the
observed energy must be below the threshold, which
translates directly into a constraint on a direction-dependent
combination of SME parameters.
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This technique for placing constraints on SME parameters has been applied uncontroversially to get bounds on
the effective SME parameters for hadrons, primarily protons. However, the recent claim [29] that the same method
may be used to bound the underlying quark parameters
seems slightly problematic. Quarks are confined in
hadrons, and the emission of electromagnetic radiation
by a color-neutral bound state is produced by a coherent
combination of the radiation from the constituent quarks.
The radiation cannot so easily be resolved into contributions from individual quarks.
This is borne out by our analysis in this paper. The
hadrons couple to the electromagnetic field only through
certain combinations of quark coefficients. At LO, those
specific linear combinations are the ones listed in Eq. (54).
The inclusion of additional terms from χPT beyond LO
would modify the particular linear combinations and make
those combinations momentum dependent. Deviations
from the forms dictated by χPT come into play once the
momentum transfer between photons and nucleons
becomes large enough such that the χPT expansion breaks
down. For a nucleon at rest, that requires a momentum
transfer of ∼350 MeV, which corresponds to a substantial
fraction of the rest energy of the nucleon. The Cerenkovemitting hadrons discussed in [29] are, of course, not at
rest; however, for approximately collinear reactions involving only ultrarelativistic quanta, the fractions of the total
momentum carried off by each of the outgoing particles is
nearly independent of the frame in which the reaction
process is analyzed. At the absolute Cerenkov threshold,
only the emission of very soft Cerenkov photons is
allowed, and therefore the linear combination of LV
coefficients in Eq. (54) should be dominant.
In order to disturb the internal structure of a radiating
proton sufficiently to get an effective coupling to an
individual quark’s LV coefficients (rather than the χPT
coefficients determined for the full proton), a Cerenkov
photon must carry away a substantial fraction of the
proton’s total momentum. However, the threshold for an
emission event in which the proton looses a fraction ζ of its
momentum is larger by a factor of ð1 − ζÞ−1=2 than the
threshold for soft emissions. Probing individual LV quark
couplings requires the emission of photons with large
energies, for which the thresholds are correspondingly
greater. We conclude that, at a minimum, the quark bounds
quoted in [29] cannot be considered quantitatively reliable,
since they do not take into account the higher energies
needed to probe beyond the χPT limit. With our current
level of understanding, it is only possible to use the absence
of vacuum Cerenkov emissions from primary cosmic rays
to place robust bounds on the kinetic coefficients for the
composite hadrons involved, not on arbitrary dimension-4
LV quark parameters.
This conclusion makes a great deal of sense. The rate of a
process such as vacuum Cerenkov radiation is primarily

determined by phase space availability. The fact that the
process is forbidden by energy-momentum conservation in
the usual LC theory is equivalent to there being zero phase
space available for the decay products. Conversely, the
process may be allowed to occur above a sufficient
threshold energy in the LV theory, because, with modified
dispersion relations for the quanta, there is phase space
available for the process. Phase space availability is a
property of asymptotic states, but the up and down quarks
do not exist as asymptotic states. The quanta which have
well-defined energy-momentum relations are the hadronic
excitations of the theory—which are pions and nucleons in
our two-flavor theory.
Other past work has explored the influence of nucleons’
motions inside large nuclei and how that motion affects
precisely which LV coefficients are measurable in atomic
clock experiments [30]. To the extent that the short-distance
nucleon-nucleon potential responsible for nuclear binding
is mediated by the exchange of multiple pions, the LV
interaction Lagrangians described in this work may be used
to understand how Lorentz violation would modify the
shapes of the nucleon-nucleon potentials. This will enable a
more precise disentanglement of the various coefficients in
the SME.
Moreover, while the present analysis was restricted to the
dimension-4 coefficients, similar arguments should also
restrict which dimension-3 mSME coefficients in the
nucleon sector can be constrained. Further generalizing
the LV version of χPT to address the behavior of the
dimension-3 terms would be of significant interest. There
are also terms that appear beyond LO, such as LV
modifications of hadrons’ anomalous magnetic moment
terms, which may be significant in precision atomic clock
tests of Lorentz symmetry. The couplings to the massive
vector boson Z0 will also produce potentially interesting
new LV observables. In general, χPT will continue to be a
useful tool for understanding the strongly interacting sector
of the SME.
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APPENDIX: ISOVECTOR MESONIC SECTOR
The most general pion Lagrangian involving the isovector portions of the LV coefficients 3CL=R can be shown
to consist of a single independent term analogous to that of
Eq. (44),
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3 μν
†
Tr½ðDμ UÞ†3 Cμν
R Dν U þ Dμ U CL Dν U :
4

ðA1Þ
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To show that this term vanishes identically, it is convenient to
rewrite it using the building blocks from the nucleon sector,
in particular the chiral vielbein of Eq. (25) and the LV
coefficients in the form of Eq. (48). It can be shown that
Eq. (A1) is proportional to
1
3e μν
3e μν
3e μν
e μν
Tr½uμ uν ð3C
R þ CL Þ ¼ Tr½fuμ ; uν gð CR þ CL Þ;
2
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For traceless matrices this reduces to
fA; Bg ¼ TrðABÞ1;
which in turn implies
TrðfA; BgCÞ ¼ TrðABÞTrðCÞ

ðA2Þ
where we have used that we only consider the symmetric part
of the LV coefficients. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem for
2 × 2 matrices A and B implies
fA; Bg ¼ TrðAÞB þ TrðBÞA þ TrðABÞ1 − TrðAÞTrðBÞ1:
ðA3Þ
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